Flexbox

Modular space-in-space solution
Flexbox: The perfect solution for Activity Based Working in the modern
open-space office. Completely transparent and lockable. It is a modular,
functional space-in-space solution for informal chats, phone calls, work
that requires concentration and meetings.

Ahrend Loungescape
Designer: Basten Leijh

An acoustic solution
Thanks to its special acoustic panels, the Flexbox not
only absorbs and insulates sound for the occupants, it
also absorbs surrounding sound for the workplace.

 Tested by Peutz Acoustic laboratory
 Special upholstering for additional acoustic effectiveness

Using the Flexbox you can simply and easily create a space within a space
The creative and flexible design and the modular elements mean that a wide range of sizes are available, from a small call box to a spacious conference room.
And the choice of colours and upholstery is also very extensive. As both form and function can be easily adapted using the same components, the Flexbox
also caters perfectly to the ever-changing needs of its users. It is a sustainable solution that was designed with smart and easy reuse in mind.

 Not fastened to the

floor and can be
placed anywhere in a
space.

 100% Plug & Play:

Electrified, data traffic
and air treatment
come as a standard

“The Flexbox links seamlessly with the Ahrend
Loungescape range. Thanks to the modularity of both
ranges there are a limitless number of set-ups available.
The combination is perfect for Smart Working.”

More information:
www.ahrend.com/
Flexbox

Creative and sustainable

Flexible and easy to customize

 Dutch design and made completely in the Netherlands

 Flexbox is a 100% modular program wherein all
components can be re-used in
other Flexbox solutions

 Designed according to circular principles, with only

sustainable materials used so that the components have
a long lifespan

 The design perfectly complements Ahrend Loungescape,
allowing you to create an interior that has a leisurely
look

 Facilitates solutions for personal comfort that encourage
healthy, creative and productive working

Ahrend. A Cradle to Cradle company
Creating safe products and healthy environments







Extremely easy to assemble and disassemble on-site The
modular system can be extended through the addition of
upholstered panels and/or glass walls
Extensive choice of colours and upholstery
Can be flexibly extended in stages from 0.8 m wide to a
maximum of 22 m2

An all-in solution

 It fulfils an acoustic purpose both in the Flexbox and for
the space in which it is located

 100% Plug & Play: Electrified, data traffic and air
treatment come as a standard

 Additional options such as video screens / TV arm’s,

lighting from Intra Light and LEDS C4, fire alarms,
sprinkler systems, air-conditioning and various ventilation
solutions make the FlexBox complete

Ahrend is the sector’s most sustainable company in Europe and has set itself the
goal of closing the full production cycle and climate-neutral manufacturing by
2020, using the principles of Eco Design and Cradle to Cradle. The efficient use
(and reuse) of materials is the central focus of this goal.

www.ahrend.com

